
K-12 GRADE (2-3 CLASS PERIODS)

Unit: Clay Handmade Tile
Overview: Students will create hand-
made tiles inspired by De’VIA artist, Ellen 
Mansfield’s work. This lesson will intro-
duce her artwork to students and they will 
make their own clay tiles tracing from their 
sketches and carving designs creating a 
sense of texture. Students will paint tiles 
as desired. 

Element of Art: Line, shape, form, value, 
space, texture 
 
Vocabulary (ASL/English):
Clay, design, high/low relief (depth), carve, 
press

Materials: Low fire white clay or white 
polymer clay, clay tools, plaster powder, 
plastic cups (for mixing with plaster pow-
der and water), wooden or plastic sticks, 
sketchbook or white papers, pencils, eras-
ers, wooden panels, wooden rollers   
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HANDMADE TILE
Procedure: (40-50 minutes for 2 days)
Day One -
1.Sketch a design for a work measuring 4 x4 
inches.  

2.Using a pound of clay, roll into a 4x4 slab using 
a wood rolling pin.

3.Using a 4” square piece of wood, press down 
approximately ½ “ into the clay, making sure to 
keep it level.  

4.Using their sketches, have the students trace 
their design onto the clay with a pencil.

5.Carve designs into the clay tile using the tools, 
creating lines and texture  (do not allow the 
carved areas to protrude too high out from the 
clay slab). 

6.Using extra clay, build a wall approximately 1 
½ inches high around the four sides of the clay 
tile to hold the liquid plaster.  Make sure the side 
seams are tight and smooth 

Day Two -
7.Mix the plaster powder and a cup of water into 
a plastic cup—one cup of water to two cups of 
plaster of paris.  Stir with a wood stick until the 
plaster becomes creamy and smoothly. 

8.Pour the mixed plaster carefully into the carved 
area half way up the borders of the tile.

9.If the student plans to have the piece of plaster 
casting hang on a wall, insert a wire loop or a 
piece of twine into the plaster while it is still wet 
to form a hanging loop. Let the plaster harden 
approximately 30 minutes to an hour. 
    
10.When the plaster casting is thoroughly dry, 
paint with colors or leave as it is. 

(Day Three – Painting if needed)
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Resources:
Ellen Mansfield’s website: 
http://www.ellenmansfield.com/

Differentiation strategies:
Students may use polymer and stamps.

Assessment Methods:
Formal and informal rubrics

De’VIA Elements: 
Deaf and Deaf-Blind people’s expression of  
Affirmation, Resistance, and Liberation 

Images/motifs/symbols of Deaf/Deaf-Blind  
experience

Reflections:
• What De’VIA motifs did you pick and why?
• What did you learn about line, shape, form, 

value, space and texture?
• How would your artwork be different if it were 

a painting?

NAEA – The National Visual Arts Standards:
Visual Art: 
http://nationalartsstandards.org/sites/default/files/
Visual%20Arts%20at%20a%20Glance%20-%20
new%20copyright%20info.pdf
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Learning Objectives: 
At the completion of the unit, students will 

1. Demonstrate their ability to work with 
clay

2. Create a De’VIA related design
3. Follow directions for mixing and mea-

suring the plaster.
4. Complete a tile showing an under-

standing of colors, lines and textures.
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